2020 Commencement

Virtual Ceremony
Saturday, May 16, 2020
SHENANDOAH UNIVERSITY

College of Arts & Sciences
School of Education & Leadership
Harry F. Byrd, Jr. School of Business
Shenandoah Conservatory
School of Health Professions
Division of Athletic Training
Division of Occupational Therapy
Division of Physical Therapy
Division of Physician Assistant Studies
Division of Public Health
Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing
Division of Respiratory Care
Bernard J. Dunn School of Pharmacy

VIRTUAL COMMENCEMENT

Saturday May 16, 2020
10 o’clock in the morning
James R. Wilkins, Jr. Athletics and Events Center
INVOCATION*
Justin Allen, dean of Spiritual Life

WELCOME
Tracy Fitzsimmons, president

REMARKS
Rev. Dr. Rhonda VanDyke, vice president for Student Life
Susan Hesley, ‘76, ‘85, chair, Student Alumni Association
Robert J. Frogale, chair of the Board of Trustees
De’Angelo Wynn, president of the Student Government Association

DEANS REMARKS
Jeffrey Coker, dean of the College of Arts & Sciences
Jill Lindsey, director of the School of Education and Leadership
Astrid Sheil, dean of the Harry F. Byrd, Jr. School of Business
Michael Stepniak, dean of Shenandoah Conservatory
Karen Abraham, dean of the School of Health Professions
Andra Hanlon, interim dean of the Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing
Robert DiCenzo, dean of the Bernard J. Dunn School of Pharmacy

SPECIAL GUEST REMARKS
Washington National Mascot - Screech
Diane Rehm, Executive Producer/Host of Podcast, ON MY MIND
WAMU/NPR Chair 1961 Society
Robert R. Jones, Jr., U.S. Marine Corps Veteran, Paralympic Athlete
Senior United States Virginia Senator Mark Warner
Harlem Globetrotters: Nathaniel ‘Big Easy’ Lofton & Chris ‘Handles’ Franklin
Daymond John - investor, Shark Tank
Virginia Governor Ralph Northam

AWARDING OF DEGREES
President Fitzsimmons
Adrienne Bloss, provost

CLOSING REMARKS
President Fitzsimmons
**CLOSING PERFORMANCE**

“Shenandoah” Arranged by James Erb; adapted by Jonathan Wyatt ’19
Performed by Shenandoah Chorus, Cantus Singers, Conservatory Choir, Shenandoah Singers and Wind Ensemble; directed by Dr. Karen Keating, Dr. Matt Oltman, Dr. Jeffrey Marlatt, and Dr. Timothy Robblee

“Shenandoah” Alma Mater by Fred Dreher and Stuart Moore; arranged by Joseph Kern ’09
Performed by Dr. Byron Jones, tenor; Dr. Karen Walker, piano

**Benediction**

Dean Allen
May 2020 Degree Candidates

College of Arts & Sciences

Undergraduate Certificate
Faith Seeking Justice - Christian Leadership
Danni Greer*
Religious Diversity & Leadership in Professions
Olivia Amber Gouldin*
Kinesiology - Coaching
Carrie Rochelle Robinson*
Public History
Nicole A. Roland*

Bachelor of Arts

Biology
Oressa Boekl Trotter
Clarisse Ann L. Calpito, magna cum laude
Allison Brooke Combs
Consuelo Elizabeth Mazariegos Agustin
Thanh Thao T. Thi Nguyen
Nicole Seal, magna cum laude
Sneha Shrestha
Jasmine Marie Soucek, cum laude
Maranda Paige Switzer

English
Victor Herrera*

Global Studies
Bader Aloatiabi*

Mass Communications
Andrew Stefan Coffman
Mariah Oliva Graves
Benjamin Mangubat, magna cum laude*
Jana L. Mangubat, summa cum laude
Christopher Oates
Derrick Blount Perry
Adina Wambua, cum laude
June Mutu Wambua, magna cum laude
Taylor Simone White, magna cum laude
Tanner Samuel Zyontz

Political Science
Bader Aloatiabi*
Zoila Rosita Cortes Arellano*
Nicholas Alexander Drotos*
Ryan Charles Endress
Benjamin Mangubat, magna cum laude*

Religion
Danni Greer*

Spanish
Olivia Amber Gouldin, magna cum laude*

University Interdisciplinary Studies
Jeremy Flaherty
Gustavo Adolfo Gonzalez

Bachelor of Science

Biology
Brenna Leigh Alewynse, cum laude
Jordan Alan Ashbaugh
Holly Eve Cook

Hanna Averill DeMeester, summa cum laude*
Ayanna Myeva Dixon
Charlotte Ingeborg Evans, summa cum laude
Bridget Lynn Flanagan
Kimberly Rose Gable
Olivia Susan Grant
Bailey Mai Hamilton, summa cum laude
Jessica James
Jonathan Lincoln Kowiatek*
Rebecca Freeman, summa cum laude
Patricia Marie Ramos Gonzalez, cum laude
Genesis Sofia Sanchez*
Nicholas James Seymour
Alexandra Elizabeth Simonson
Lauren Marie Strohman, magna cum laude
Anleigh Terese White

Chemistry
Benjamin Michael Agostino, summa cum laude
Kyle Edward Albert, summa cum laude*
Jessica Lynn Arthur
Rachel Anne Aterrado, cum laude
Victoria Michel Gettier
Jonathan Lincoln Kowiatek*
Brenda K. Moua
Joseph Edward Robinson, magna cum laude
Leanne Jane Williamson, summa cum laude

Criminal Justice
Michael Carnell Butts, Jr.
Travis James Croson
Alan Dabney, Jr., magna cum laude
Tyler Norvel Derrington
Andre L. Johnson, IV
Morgan Keeler
Jacob Marshall Masiello, cum laude
James Ryan Papeika
Mark S. Purdy
Victoria Marie Shelton*
Grant Taylor, magna cum laude

Criminology and Criminal Justice
Sara M. Fuller
Jestina A. Mclawrence
Samantha Renee Oertly, cum laude*
Crystal T. Salazar*
Danealia B. Simmons, cum laude*
Whitney Nichole Woodall, summa cum laude

Environmental Studies
Andrew McCarell Galo
Emilio Rengifo
Christopher John Zurinski

Exercise Science
Jenna Katherine Barr
Haleigh Anne Brady
Joslin Carlaene Brown
Breton Taylor Butler
Madison Paige Clark
Seth Thomas Comer
Phillip T. Conner
Barrett Christopher Davis
Shannon Connor Fendryk
Olivia Amber Gouldin, magna cum laude *
Ava Jayne Griese, cum laude
Emma May Hardisky
Emily Anastasya Jackson
Juliet Christine Karnes, magna cum laude
Shannon Rose Kelley, cum laude
Madison Pearl Lamarca
Logan Dean Large
Jacky Michca Mejia de Leupeu
Kaitlyn Renee Lynham, summa cum laude
Delia Louise Mack
McKenzie Renée Mathis, summa cum laude
Briana Nicole Mayfield, cum laude
Morgan Elisabeth Mays, summa cum laude
Shana Delanie McMeans, cum laude
Ashlee Alexander Parks
Sequoyah Portee
Nicholas Lee Powers
Leah Catherine Quick
Isabel Reinisch, summa cum laude
Madeleine Angelica Rodman, cum laude
Lauryn Elizabeth-Marie Shirkey, summa cum laude
Montana Jean Silveous
McKenzie Slattery
Jessica Erin Spindler
Sydney Paige Viar, summa cum laude

History
Taylor Michele Ball, cum laude
Natalie Grace Fyock, cum laude
Victor Manuel Herrera*
Jessica Hurlbut, cum laude
Bailey Suzanne Jones, magna cum laude*
Jessica N. Kronenwetter
Stephanie Ann Rasul*
Nicole A. Roland, magna cum laude*

Mathematics
Kyle Edward Albert, summa cum laude*
Cynthia Rodriguez
Danealia B. Simmons, cum laude*

Psychology
Avery Mae Apgar, magna cum laude
Julia A. P. Barker
Kelsey Layne Cantwell
Ta'Mia Collice Carrier, cum laude*
Nicholas Alexander Drotos*
Victoria Rene Fahrney
Morgan Rae Fox*
Caitlin Frasch
Madison Lee Hansen, magna cum laude
Cody Eric Harrell, magna cum laude*
Anna-Claire Wells Hart, magna cum laude
Amanda R. Hennen, cum laude
Lu-Hannah B. Henry*
Kyle R. Hooven, cum laude*
Madisen Brooke Kesecker
Kendall DeVane Melton, cum laude
Alexis C. Morin
Jessica Amber Mothershead
Yousif Nazer
Madison Tuong Vy Ngo, cum laude
Samantha Renee Oertly, cum laude*
Brooklyn Elizabeth Pumphrey, magna cum laude*
Crystal T. Salazar*
Genesis Sofia Sanchez*
Briana Nichole Shearer
Victoria Marie Shelton*
Megan Elisabeth Stevens, magna cum laude
Ashley Stone, magna cum laude
Jessica Ashley Stuart, magna cum laude
Hailey Rae Turner, magna cum laude
Ryan Daniel Wagner
Dominique Bas Żerna, cum laude

Public Health
Garine Nairi Achikian
Zoila Rosita Cortes, cum laude*
Hanna Averill DeMeester, summa cum laude*
Megan G. Dietrich
Lu-Hannah B. Henry*
Emily Michelle Miller, cum laude
Erica Jean Mohn, magna cum laude*
Brooklyn Elizabeth Pumphrey, magna cum laude*
Rock Anthony Roque
Kaitlyn Nicole Sage
Erin Stephanie Elizabeth Elektra Salmon
Alison Marie Spaziani, cum laude
Binta Hassan Turay
Kailey Elizabeth Vance

Kinesiology Recreation
Carrie Rochelle Robinson*

Sociology
Ta’Mia Carrier, cum laude*
Morgan Rae Fox*
Cody Eric Harrell, magna cum laude*
Kyle R. Hooven, cum laude*
Kortney Lynn Houk
Shelby Elizabeth Jones
Carolyn Keats
Erica Jean Mohn, magna cum laude*
Monisha Jones

University Studies
Megan Godsey
Alexandra M. Gordon*
Amanda Leigh Kresge, cum laude*
Mckensey Leigh Lavin*
Kayla Danielle McGhee, magna cum laude*
Kayla Courtney Robey, cum laude*
Jordan Sondrol, magna cum laude*
Hannah Elizabeth Teter, summa cum laude*
Sarah Lynn Weir*

School of Education & Leadership

Undergraduate Certificate
Elementary Education
Alexandra M. Gordon*
Amanda Leigh Kresge, cum laude*
Mckensey Leigh Lavin*
Kayla Danielle McGhee*
Kayla Courtney Robey*
Jordan Sondrol*
Hannah Elizabeth Teter*
Sarah Lynn Weir*

Secondary Education
Taylor Michele Ball
Bailey Suzanne Jones*
Stephanie Rasul*
Cynthia Rodriguez

Bachelor of Education
Secondary Education
Cory Allen Luttrell, magna cum laude

Graduate Certificate
Elementary Education
Anika Ahmed
Lindsey Doschotch Taylor
Heather Lee Jones
Samantha Whittaker Schempp
Middle School Education
Jessica Gayle Hessong-Brown

Secondary Education
Monica Anne Sorenson

Secondary Education
Samuel B. Eshelman

Graduate Professional Studies Certificate
Administration and Supervision
Olivia Wymer Feldman
Jennifer Marie McCullough
Cynthia Louise Shrum
Stephanie Elaine Worthley
Gifted Education
Zachary D. Logan
Amy Michelle Mawyer

Master of Science in Education
Administration
Tucker Wayne Brown
Lacey Lyn Coffelt
Bethany Joann Combs
Mary Elizabeth Hamdan
Jill Ann Hudecek
Alyssa McKee
Theresa Jean Rossell
Carl Andrew Rush
Kent Lee Thomas
Alicia Marie Wheeling

Individualized Focus
Jennifer Bates
Aude Marie-Francoise Alice Bauserman
Lindsey Doschotch Taylor
Samuel B. Eshelman
Jessica Gayle Hessong-Brown
Heather Lee Jones
Kelly Maria Kowalewski
Rachel Catherine Lombardo
Amanda Elizabeth Baumgarten
Melissa Ann Runion
Angela Marie Warsewich Yancey

Special Education
Lisa DeHaven
Melissa R. DeMasi
Danielle Marie Panitz

Master of Science in Literacy Education
Individualized Focus
Mary E. Buerkel

Reading Licensure Concentration
Elizabeth Ann Blase
Danielle Marie DeChristopher
Tessa Eleni Hennessy
Elizabeth Suzanne Larkin
Ashlee Gates McGrady
Angela S. McKenzie
Sarah Catherine McGrady
Meredith Renee Stenberg
Dana Lenette Gent-Dembeck

Writing Concentration
Stelleda Y. Friend

Master of Science
Organizational Leadership
Elizabeth Ann Carty
Christina Lee Haag
Maitland Jade Rutledge
Erin Angeline Septer

Doctor of Education
Administrative Leadership
Carolyn Alisa Beck
Violet Dube
Amy Moody Haderer
Jeremai Esaias Santiago, Sr.
Sarah Wimmer Toland
Doctor of Professional Studies
Organizational Leadership
Mohammed Nasser AlSaiari

HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Business Administration
Lariza Avellaneda
Adrian D. Brisbon
Aubree Shay Carrasquillo
Christopher D. Chaney, Jr.
Gerard B. DePhillips
Matthew Allen Elliott
Mitchell Gordon Fleming
Joseph Lambert Franchi
Cameron Spencer Graves
Jordan D. Heisen, magna cum laude
Nate Hill
Brady Austin Holsinger
John Troy Hubbard, magna cum laude
Kendall Ivan Jones
Tyler Kroll, magna cum laude
Elijah Seth Morton, cum laude
Madison Tuong Vy Ngo, cum laude
Randal James Oliver
Morgan Christopher Robinson, cum laude
Luke Thayer Schaffer
Jason Simpson
Daniel Xavier Small
Wahab Saqib Syed
Jean Elizabeth Tatosian
Grant Lyle Thompson, cum laude
James Turner
Rinzin Wangchuk
Andre M. Wavrek, cum laude
Patrick Henry Welsh
Madisson M. Wood
Keegan Eric Woolford
Emily Yergin, cum laude

Economics and Finance
Antonio Robert Caffi
Bernie Hayes, III
Dillon Lee Knighting
Reeves Alexander Lowry

Entrepreneurship
Janay Chelise McMillan, cum laude
Zackery Robert Anthony Zimmerman

Sport Management
Katherine A. Davis
Darian Diaz
Michael Edward King, summa cum laude
Christopher Ashby Lynch
William Charles Morton
Tyler H. Pavlock
Jacob Peters
Deaquan Amir Porter
Wyatt James Potter
Madeline J. Price

Thomas Edwin Rahme
Joseph Robert Simila
Cody Alan Washington
Terrell Wheeler

Graduate Certificate
Healthcare Management
Christina Lolis

MBA Essentials
Juan Daniel Panuco

Master of Business Administration
Shaima Alhussain
Catherine Bryant Andrious
Wade Jesse Bailey
Warren Bricker
AnnieKay Brown
Ashley Riegel Burdick
Amber Dawn Connors
Eric Jon Cudiamat
Rebecca Hope Ellis
Grace Lee Falkenstein
Krista Leigh Humphries
Jordan Terrell Hunter
Bijaya Raj Joshi
Mohammad Sami Khashogji
Jake King-Gilbert
Florentina Georgiana Larion
Edward Shane Lee
Kevin M. Llewellyn
Christina Lolis
Jared Cole Lowry
Maximiliano Luna
Connor McKay
Michaela Brianne McNickle
Alexander Socrates Meligakes
Natna Haile Meskel
William Peter Mulholland, Jr.
Kari Michelle Nacy
Jerry Lee Needles
Michael Anthony Nguyen
Basilia Amaka Okwuchi
Zimuzoh K. Orakwue
Juan Daniel Panuco
Lauren Grey Pearson
Laila Qrochi
Ryan Rashidi
Camelia Margaret Rubalcava
Eric Ricardo Santiago
Adam Carlisle Schuster
Andrew Scott
Erik Scott
Megan Alexandra Smallwood
Matthew Robert Staul
Cory Joseph Thompson
Hai Minh Tran
Donovan Koll Varney

SHENANDOAH CONSERVATORY

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Acting
Kelsey Rene Bergeron, cum laude
Carmen May Burbridge, magna cum laude
Rylee Moore Burzbaugh-Patrick, magna cum laude
Coleman David Campbell, cum laude
Alissa Cecala, cum laude
Richard William Colley
Rachel Louis, magna cum laude
Alia Shahid Mahboob
Marissa Erin Mattingly
Meredith Lee McClure, magna cum laude
Cassandra Rathie
Avery Sedlacek, magna cum laude
Natalie Christine D’Angelo
Aaron Moritsugi Tonaki, cum laude

Musical Theatre
Bailey Elizabeth Baker, magna cum laude
Taylor Faith Barth
Cassandra Elise Clare
Joshua Todd Cody, cum laude
Shannon Louise Connors, magna cum laude
Brenna E. Conroy, magna cum laude
Dorian Davis
Alison Elaine Dougherty, summa cum laude
Cait Kelley, magna cum laude
Emily Grace Foley, magna cum laude
Rebecca Kaye Forrest, magna cum laude
Kaila Noelle Friedman, cum laude
Reilly Alexa Lincavicks, summa cum laude
Daniel Everett Martin, summa cum laude
Grace Ellen McLaughlin, magna cum laude
Nisa Isabella Mercado
Nicole Marie Minella, magna cum laude
Erica Rose Morchower, cum laude
Shaia Christine Murdoch, magna cum laude
Jack Brian Murphy, summa cum laude
Lydia Shae Murtha, cum laude
Samantha Briann Weathersby, summa cum laude
Meggara Blake Willimont, magna cum laude

Production
Jessica Louise Hogg
Theatre Design and Production
Austin Logan Orazio Huehn, cum laude
Nolan Francis Thompson, cum laude

Bachelor of Music
Composition
Jeremy Stephen Chontow
Grayson Dale Jarvis
Jazz Studies
James Jefferson Looney
Music Education
Jennifer Lea Adams, cum laude
Elizabeth Ann Neva Anderson magna cum laude
Margaret Bullock magna cum laude
Morgan Leigh Craig, summa cum laude
Brett Michael Davey, cum laude
Samuel Durgin
Hannah Grace Fenoff magna cum laude
Lauren Anne Ficklin
McKenzie Nicole Delaney Garrett
Nickole Hope Kennedy, magna cum laude
Kari Beth Pennington, cum laude
Hannah Lynn Ritchie, magna cum laude
Cassidy Jane Spruill
Julia C. Thompson, magna cum laude
Music Production and Recording Technology
MacKenzie G. Booth
Kaela M. Dunlap, summa cum laude
Lenny Kyle Falwell
Jared Ross Haley
Sydney Victoria Smith
Chace Monroe Washington
Performance
Juliana Hope Benson, cum laude
Marco Bohnett-Morillo, magna cum laude
Pilar Odessa Boucher, magna cum laude
Maura Theresa Campbell, cum laude
Austin Edward Fairley
Allison Veroncia Farrall
Eoin Padraig Fleming, magna cum laude
Theodore C. Froelich, magna cum laude
Henri E. Gross
Francesca Marie Henry
Joshua G. Hyde, summa cum laude
Jermaine Savalas James
Katsuko Yoshiko Kameda
James Jefferson Looney
Brendan Lee McCrowell, cum laude
Caely Jeanne Niess
Ucee Lilian Nwachukwu
Madison Ann Rairie
Laura Jane Watson, magna cum laude
Bachelor of Music Therapy
Avery Mae Apgar, magna cum laude*
Kevin Andrew Carlton, magna cum laude
Emily Erin Cooley
Nicole A. Harney, summa cum laude
Rebecca Hoffman, summa cum laude
Rachel E. Holliday
Kacie Leigh Johnson
Cassadi Nicole Kulak
Alyssa Nicole Lutz
Laura B. Ruiz, magna cum laude
Kelsey Diane Smith
Olivia Mackenzie Spahr, magna cum laude
Eva Tyler
Ritchie A. Young, summa cum laude
Master of Music
Collaborative Piano
Danielle Carissa Angeloni
Conducting
Katherine Dorethe Hagerty Hanckel
Pedagogy
Elizabeth Ann Bemiss
Melissa Montgomery
Shannan Jean Schmidt
Madison Kay Tarbox
Hilary Christina Stout Wehr
Performance
Brianne Bailey
George Gray Bowerman
Robert Andrew Catinella
Laura Beth Couch
Rodrigo Jonas de Paiva
Sarah H. Saul
Master of Music Therapy
Cassandra Reyna Byers
Lora Elizabeth Robinson
Master of Science
Performing Arts Leadership & Management
Brianne Bailey
Ashley June Culberson
Joshua R. Frey
Kitanaajon Jervis
Myrissa Angelita Martin
Kaylee Noble Mason
Sarah Jane May
Carly Hannah Shapiro
Graduate Professional Studies Certificate
Music Therapy Certification Eligibility
Shirin Al-Ansi
Samuel Jonathan Christie
Tara Elizabeth Islas
Ashley Nicole Nash
Post-Master’s Artist Diploma
Aaron Michael Lim Chow
Hidemi Minagawa
Doctor of Musical Arts
Performance
Joseph Anthony Carbone, III
Thomas Creek
Angela Marie Galexto
Mathilde Handelsman
Sarah Christine Levering
Curtis Lee Moody
Jonathan Lee Smith
Jun Wang
SCHOOL OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Graduate Certificate
Performing Arts Medicine
Laura D’Costa
Molly Frances McEvoy*
Danielle Maria Monaco
Jessica Myers*
Brianna Lynn Virzi
Megan Lauren Williams
DIVISION OF ATHLETIC TRAINING
Master of Science
Athletic Training
Brittany Lenora Arndt
Monét Sheree Booth
Sarah Wallace Bowman
Anna Elizabeth DeLeo
Emily Nicole Marshall
Molly Frances McEvoy*
Christopher Melton
Christopher R. Miller
Jessica Myers*
Kayla Dawn O’Connell
Alicia Carrie Roth
Alexander Lee Williams
DIVISION OF
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science
Occupational Therapy
Elizabeth Tyson
Heidi Zapanta
Doctor of Occupational Therapy
Jacquelyn Ann Erb
Kristy Marie Lennon
DIVISION OF
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDIES
Master of Science
Physician Assistant Studies
Ambrosia Rae Santana
Kimberly Joy Waks
DIVISION OF
PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health
Christian Joseph Lamoureux
Stephanie White
ELEANOR WADE CUSTER  
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science  
Nursing
Leda Abdulmuhin  
Megan Anne Acker, cum laude  
Alex Milton Amurrio Chungara  
Cassandra Arndt  
Anna Margaret Baxter  
Jordan Leigh Bomersheim, cum laude  
Michelle Canaviri  
Madeleine Clara Card  
Ashleigh Cayton, cum laude  
Ashley Chan  
Samuel T. Coffman, magna cum laude  
Benjamin Davis Crowder  
Emma Nicole Crue, cum laude  
Madeleine Sarafina Curry, magna cum laude  
Taylor Marie Hayes  
Adrianna Elizabeth Hill  
Harvinder Kaur, cum laude  
Nicole Elizabeth Kunkel  
Taylor Leigh LaBarge  
Ashley Lacey, cum laude  
Baoquynh Nguyen Le  
Lauren Paige Long, summa cum laude  
Scott McClellan Long  
MaKaylee Christine Mann  
Dorianna Lee Mathews, magna cum laude  
Megan Michelle McDonald  
Max Mikolajczyk  
Mercy Mukupa  
Sylvie Mulanga Nkongolo  
Allyson Nicole Neibert  
Megan Renee Neibert  
Mickayla Dawn Neibert  
Ainna Ojo  
Maame Ama Osei  
Alexis Elaina Prassas, cum laude  
Badhane M. Roba  
Laura Jean Slothouber, magna cum laude  
Dreaya Lynn Somerville, magna cum laude  
Angela Squillaro  
Taylor Ann Stork, magna cum laude  
Freweyni G. Tukui  
Tatyana Turner  
Mengtian Wang, summa cum laude  
Zoe Lynne Wildasin, cum laude  
Clelia Mary Wilson

Leah Suzanne Choate  
Lisa Christine Farricker  
Elwin Darley Frempong  
Sarah-Jane Catherine Gruber  
Liane Elizabeth Guarnieri  
Lindsey Ruth Gustafson  
Natasha Mae Harris-Carter  
Jamie Kim  
Elida Opitz Merriam  
Kacie Naylor  
Britni Riffe  
Shadonna Nicole Williams  
Sarah Paige Yowell

Post-Graduate Certificate  
Family Nurse Practitioner
Soojeong Lee  
Sharon Lee Savinsky

Nurse Midwifery
Comfort Avovabey  
Angela Dawn Clarke  
Curschelle Ruth Floyd  
Amber Guyton  
Jessica Zuiderveen

Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Nneka Eznunagu  
Kedest Gebreselassie

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Veronica Charity Barnes  
Wendy Etane Betah  
Stephanie Nicole Jarvis  
Gwenn Leatherman  
Brandy Moler Millay  
Clementina Nwandum  
Celena Patrice Russ  
Carol Marie Thomas

Health Systems Leadership
Gina Faye Stevens

BERNARD J. DUNN  
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Doctor of Pharmacy
Mariam Abdelshahid  
Elizabeth Abraham  
Faris Yassin Abutaah  
Bukola Ajibade  
Sama A. Alabass  
Aman Ihsan Albokaie  
Alima Hassen Ali  
Lara Michelle Anby  
Noela Ajouandem Anu  
Veronica Argueta  
Robert Aziz  
Rohina Bayat  
Mark Richard Bell  
Karen A. Bennett  
Theresa Marie Bonsey  
Corey Lee Bradley  
Courtney Elizabeth Cooper  
Eric Jon Cudiamat  
Jessica Elizabeth Daunoras  
Bryce Davidson  
Amanda Katharine Eggers  
Uju Ejiofor  
Grace Lee Falkenstein  
Dana Dominick Fazio  
Debra Anne Fisher  
Reanna Justine Fletcher  
Allison Elizabeth Garnett  
Mathews George  
Sajin George  
Claire Elizabeth Gray  
Whitney Faye Handy  
Zachary Tyler Herbaugh  
Kris Daniel Howard, II  
Diana Jacob  
Sharrin Jahan  
Jainabu Jalloh  
Kristen Best Jansen  
Jina Jung  
Ijoma Kalu  
Shyreen Redha Kamal  
Sally Maher Khalil  
Ezechiele Fokam Kiessu  
Mackenzie Ty Kincer  
Kristin Wolff LaMonica  
Edward Shane Lee  
Azeb Fesesse Legesse  
Isaac Germay Mandefro  
Connor McKay  
Donald Franklin Medlin  
Demiana S. Gergess Mekael  
Alexander Socrates Meligakes  
Michael Baah Mensah-Ako  
Natna Haile Meskel  
Katherine Mundhenk  
Glynis Ann Dillender  
Jacqueline Naklha  
Temesghen Kebede Negusse  
Sequia C. Newsome  
Frank Antwi Nyanin  
Chiebonam P. Ogbenna  
Basilia Chiamaka Okwuchi  
Zimuzoh K. Orakwue  
Dhirenkumar Ishvarlal Patel  
Lauren Grey Pearson  
Rahul Prakash Pradhan  
Jasper Jade D. Raguindin  
Rajasree Ramachandran Nair  
Debbie Ann Ramsden  
Ryan Rashidi  
Annam Raza  
Ashley Michelle Richards  
Clay T. Rodgers  
Angel Antonio Rodriguez  
Carmelia Margaret Rubalcava  
Andrew T. Scott

Master of Science  
Nursing
Zainab Ahmadi  
Teresa Gabrielle Ayers  
Hillary Theresa Blank  
Sherry Mae Carter
Daniel Patrick Sheehan
Priscilla Oreoluwa Sijuade
Shelley Lynn Skibinski
Helen Ye Ji Song
Ashley Mae Speier
Jessica Ann Szatkowski
Elsy Susan Thomas
Miranda Camille Thomas
Margaret Irene Tost
Thao Tran
Lindsey Gray Turner
Stanly Varghese
Anthony Thanh Vi
Manisha Kantilal Wadia
Megan Lynn Wilk
Michael Scott Williams
Ashli T. Yoder

*indicates dual degree

3.9 Summa Cum Laude, with highest praise
3.7 Magna Cum Laude, with great praise
3.5 Cum Laude, with praise
December 2019 Degree Recipients

College of Arts & Sciences

Undergraduate Certificate
Kinesiology-Coaching
  Tyler William Murray*
  Kristina Wilson*

Faith Seeking Justice Christian Leadership
  Tyler William Murray*

Bachelor of Arts
Biology
  Duua Degirmenci
  Ana Jana Martinez

English
  Sawyer E. Kling, cum laude
  Alexandre Pollock

Media and Communication
  Brandon Allen Cash
  Bethany Lee Melvin, cum laude

Religion
  Kristina Wilson, cum laude*

University Interdisciplinary Studies
  Quinn Alexander Sherman

Bachelor of Science
Biology
  Kira Lee Adams
  Nicole Ann Fuller, summa cum laude
  Joshua Paul Golden
  Kristin Laine Jasinski, summa cum laude

Criminal Justice
  Michael William Davidson, cum laude
  Brittany Maia Simone Jones
  Beatrice Maku, magna cum laude
  Casey James Stewart

Environmental Studies
  Collin Smeltzer

Exercise Science
  Paige Ryann Cherry
  Anthony Eric Crescienzi
  Kyle Dexter
  Thomas Jay Heffin
  Michael Edward Robst
  Mallory Elizabeth Unger

Kinesiology
  Connor P. McCarthy, magna cum laude*
  Tyler William Murray*

Psychology
  Krystal Carpenter
  Hannah Marie Lien
  Matthew Malik Lumpkin
  Astasha Lee Miller
  Tamara Joan Pierre
  Kristina Wilson*

Public Health
  Yeda Bello
  Domenique Ciara Hopkins, cum laude
  Meredith E. Moberly

Sociology
  Mitzi M. Cortes

Master of Science
Applied Behavior Analysis
  Ashleigh Bridgette Bush
  Sandra Lynn Cesard
  Meghan Colleen Ello
  Adrienne Jackson
  Allyson Claire Jefferson
  Kimberly Anne Loney
  Georgia Abigail Loving
  Zoe Helen Myers
  Brianna Chloe Reyes

School of Education & Leadership

Undergraduate Certificate
Health and Physical Education(PK-12)
  Connor P. McCarthy*
  Tyler William Murray*

Graduate Certificate
Elementary Education
  Danielle Marie Panitz
  Melissa Runion

Middle School Education
  Kimberly Pittinger

Graduate Professional Studies Certificate
Gifted Education
  Laura Tuck Hodgkin
  Dawn Elizabeth Hogestyn
  Administration & Supervision
  Quintina Denine Smith

Master of Science in Education
Individualized Focus
  Ashley Elizabeth Brewer
  Lisa M. D’Arcangelis
  Meghan Elizabeth Krause
  Edwin Noel Reyes Opora

Special Education
  Heidi Erin Terrett

Master of Science
Literacy Education
  Katherine M. Erickson
  Laura Harbacevich Hambrick
  Samantha Maddy

Organizational Leadership
  Melissa Marie Dargis
  Aby Diop
  Marshall Nicole Edney
  Anthony Michael Gelormine

School of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration
  Saad Saeed Alkhateibi, cum laude
  Ahmed Alotaibi

Economics and Finance
  Daniel Alexander Argiro
  Sarah Katherine Donley, summa cum laude

Sport Management
  Tristan Jack Baker, magna cum laude
  Adrian Nathaniel DeNeal
  erich Gall

Master of Business Administration
  Lauren Elizabeth Dillon
  Hind Zuhair Aljohani
  Mary A. Brubaker
  Nicholas Arend Goode

Shenandoah Conservatory

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Acting
  Michael Joseph Bamford
  Franchesca Cristina Contreras
  Stanley Dylan Payne
Dance
Adriene Elion, magna cum laude
Kelly Ann McGill, magna cum laude
Alexis Taryn Rhiianne Moore
Brittney Michelle Prestridge, magna cum laude
Theatre Design and Production
Milena Marushkina

Bachelor of Music
Church Music
Adam Paul Koch, magna cum laude
Music Education
Cameron Spencer Farnsworth
Music Production and Recording Technology
Joshua R. Frey, cum laude
Talen Joseph Wenzel Hartman
Michaela LaShae Lantzy, cum laude
Performance
Mary Wynn Willson, magna cum laude

Bachelor of Music Therapy
Christian Kobie Haile Patterson
Audrey Kemball Weatherstone, summa cum laude
Christina A. Koenig, magna cum laude
Elizabeth Colleen Stalker

Master of Music
Pedagogy
Erwan Noblet

Master of Music Therapy
Fredrica Juanita Dooley-Brown
Iliana Enid Fernandez
Joshlyn Elizabeth Harris
Johanna Lynn Eison Horn
Valerie Rose Jackson

Master of Science
Performing Arts Leadership and Management
Juilianna Leigh Sabo

Doctor of Musical Arts
Performance
Brandon Lee Loos
Jordan Blake Taylor

SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

DIVISION OF ATHLETIC TRAINING

Master of Science
Athletic Training
Ashley Nicole Green
Lily Irene Nealon
Rebecca Jeannine Shepard
Jeffrey Harrison Wakefield

DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Master of Science
Occupational Therapy
Blair Elizabeth Adams
Kirstyn Louise Arcata
Pakize Lara Arslani
Berkley Ashworth
Lindsey Bates
Robin Beckman
Nicole Marie Bishop
Kara Dale Blaufeld
Michael Bown
Michael Centra
Taylor Jane Chandler
Kyle Troy Coley
Alaina Grace Combs
Kaley Marie Davis
Jessica Dean
Janea Drayton
Courtney Paige Farrell
Heather Kathleen Ferguson
Mesa Ford
Kwame Freeman
Matthew Alan Haase
Brittany Austine Henning
Gabrielle Katelyn Howard
Lauren Nicole Johnson
Christy Kegg
Kiera Rose Lane
Erica Leslie Leep
Danyelle Morgan McGrady
Ann M. Moore
Samantha Okun
Stephanie N. Paololetti
Alaina Marie Asen
Anna Hardison Pierce
Caroline P. Rich
Marguerite Kathleen Roque
Lashandra Russell
Jaclyn Ann Sachleben
Alyssa Sanchez
Torinna Ruth Santistevo
Sklar Manche Seals
Dana Jo Seibel
Hope Leah Sharr
Jessica Marie Slagus
Hannah Spach
Daniel York Taylor
Matthew Scott Thompson
Grace Lillian Tovar
Cali Jean VanderWijst

DIVISION OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Post Graduate Certificate
Mallory Hannah Shirey

Master of Public Health
Biruh Lemma

DIVISION OF PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDIES

Master of Science
Physician Assistant Studies
Saif Al Qaraghuli
Noor Fayez Al-Rashid
Joseph Paul Amis
Bradley William Bailey
Carolyn Marie Bernieri
Gabrielle Brant
Ashlyn Campbell
Yoseline Castillo Kibic
Clare Amelia Chodoroff
Carly Jane Cook
Nicholas Jorge Cordova
Rebecca Katherine Coryell
Heather Cummings
Bryan Charles Daunt
Bethany Allen Davies
James P. Drury
Stephanie Elizabeth DuVall
Jason Enewold
Julia Whittier Friederich
Kacie Nicole Gee
Kendra Ray Hall
Alexandria M. Herbek
Amanda Joan Field
Haley Catherine Johnson
Samantha Ann Lane
Veronika Leonenko
Lauren Elizabeth Leuck
Sarah Grace Liller
Sklar Alex Lisse
Sara Anne Lorscheider
Craig Patrick Martin
John W. McKeever
Marda Menbere Mengesha
Mahtab Mollajafar
Abbi Noel Moltzahn
Sean Nadalin
Danielle Amarise Peller
Veronica delaTorre Porterfield
Kristen Powers
Daniela A. Rosen
Alisa Rosson
Lauren Elizabeth Rusy
Erin Danielle Schulte
Stephanie Michelle Smith

Doctor of Physical Therapy
Kala Marie Robert
Leigh M. Taylor

Caton Elizabeth Vincent
Dominique Wilson
Abigail Maria Zorrilla
ELEANOR WADE CUSTER
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science
Nursing
Karyn Afutu
Katherine Lucie Augustin
Gloria Forson Baiden
Shreeya Basnyat
Sarah Lynn Beamer, cum laude
Alison Biviano
Gretchen Bronson, cum laude
Julizza Mariela Canales
Stephanie Michelle Case, cum laude
Emily JoyNoel Chafik
Christopher Spangler Cooper
Ronald J. Cruz, cum laude
Sarah Ann Dayton
Cynthia Leigh Dove
Connor Drews
Kayla Ann Farbaugh
Ana Karen Flores Fierro, magna cum laude
Charmaine Micah Flores
Fleuré Emily Fraser
Sarah Kathleen Grosh, cum laude
Lara Hamptson, magna cum laude
Rheann Harrell
Nicole A. Hope, summa cum laude
Jordan Hutchinson, magna cum laude
Christine Su Im, cum laude
Lauri Bennett Kreeb, magna cum laude
Daniel Theobald Krein, summa cum laude
Alexis Ann Lambert
Ashley Marie Langhorne, cum laude
Lisa Ngoc Le
Nicolette Lewis, cum laude
Lindsey Hodson Lindsey
Molly Abigail Maloney, summa cum laude
Jessica Susan Manzione
Lian Marie Mendez, magna cum laude
Katherine Maria Meza-Rodriguez
Hannah Lee Wright Michaels, magna cum laude
Lauren Margelle Mixon
Christina Mohl, magna cum laude
Courtney L. Morey
Ryan Morgan, summa cum laude
Megan McConnell Moye
Yvonne-Agnes I. Namongo
Serge M. Ndione
Callie Aileen Nichols
Laura Elizabeth Nichols
Torei Alyssa North
Alexa Lee Oestmann, magna cum laude
Evangeline Melis Outzen, magna cum laude
Kimberly Marie Pankow, magna cum laude
Angela Patterson, cum laude
Laura K. Paul, magna cum laude
Brooklyn Tamara Russick
Michael Schoenwetter
Taylor Jackson Scott, summa cum laude
Tracie Rae Scott, summa cum laude
Adam Paul Seegert
Emily Elisabeth Shamblin, magna cum laude
Krysta Lauren Sowards, summa cum laude
Rylie Elizabeth Thousand, magna cum laude
Tiffany Tranchi
Danielle Faith Williams
Emily Rose Williams, magna cum laude
Mariama Wurie

Post-Graduate Certificate
Family Nurse Practitioner
Anne M. Riser

Master of Science in Nursing
Nursing
Kelly Jean Stein

DIVISION OF RESPIRATORY CARE

Bachelor of Science
Respiratory Care
Brianna Marie Brogan
Liam Harrison Confroy
Billie Leigh Hemond
Linh Quan, magna cum laude
Jessica Leann Ranney
Righteous Serwaa Duah
Gretchen Danielle Wenrich, magna cum laude

BERNARD J. DUNN
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Doctor of Pharmacy
Adwoa Owosua Abeberese
Ernest Asare Addo
Archana Banerjee
William Charles Fridrich
Riju George
Rodora Gueye
Hussam Hassan Hawi
Donna Boothe Hudson
Sampson Kalu
Michael Mikhail
Nehad Magdi Mikhail

Taryn Leigh Pond
Blanca Rosa Rivera
Jayne P. Shin
Riot Sishu Zeleke

*indicates dual degree

3.9 Summa Cum Laude, with highest praise
3.7 Magna Cum Laude, with great praise
3.5 Cum Laude, with praise
Kathryn Wesley Lamb
Organizational Leadership
Jason Allan Lapp

Doctor of Education
Administrative Leadership
Denise Elaine McKaig-Phillips
Cynthia Dianne Miller

Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
School of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration
Robert Allen Fox
Mousa Jandali
Economics and Finance
Bruce E. Hoffman, summa cum laude
Sport Management
Kwaveon Dontre McDonald

Master of Business Administration
Khalid Alanazi
Abdulmalek Alateeq
Mehdi Abdolhossein Alsayyar
Mohammed Abdallah Alturki
Kathleen Davis
Annabelle Garcia
Andrew Ronald Millward
Conchestar K. Mollle
Cameron Dawn Sickler
Benjamin Ward

Shenandoah Conservatory

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Dance
Madison Taylor Fregosi, magna cum laude
Lindsay Ann Watkins, summa cum laude
Musical Theatre
Christopher Mark Godshall

Bachelor of Music
Music Production and Recording Technology
Ryan James Cook, magna cum laude
Christopher Lee Fenton
Joseph Campbell Lisko, cum laude

Bachelor of Music Therapy
Hannah Lynn Carlson, magna cum laude
Jazmyne Janai Craig, cum laude
Quincy Cecilia Crowther, magna cum laude
Ethan Michael Gross, magna cum laude
Lydia Rose Heitman
Myong Pok McCloud, magna cum laude
Abigail Grace Scott, cum laude

Graduate Certificate
Church Music
Kathleen Conroy Cooper

Graduate Professional Studies Certificate
Music Therapy Certification Eligibility
Megan Constantines
Peerporn Iampee
Casey Segal Miller

Master of Music Education
Brittany Iler Brandt
Stephanie Elizabeth Oeur
Alexandra Lee Rogers
Kimberly Wingold Souther

Master of Music
Performance
Samantha Marie Allen
Mengxin Wu

Master of Music Therapy
Sara June Woodward

Master of Science
Performing Arts Leadership and Management
Olivia J. Hoogestraat
Yixiao Li

Doctor of Musical Arts
Music Education
Deborah L. Byrd
John D. Roxburgh

School of Health Professions

Graduate Certificate
Anatomy and Physiology
Lori Lee Barbe
Michele Lynne Barber
Aude Marie-Francoise Bauserman
Sharon Sammons Clark
Lisa Marie D’Arcangelis
Melinda Joan Walters
Performing Arts Medicine
Gabrielle Elan Miskovitz

Division of Athletic Training

Master of Science
Matthew Stephen Brannon
**DIVISION OF PHYSICAL THERAPY**

**Doctor of Physical Therapy**
Gail Diane Adams  
Vidya K. Annamreddy  
Lauren Nichole Asher  
Kathleen Elizabeth Baldwin  
Molly Catherine Barb  
Andrew Keith Becker  
Meredith Elise Bland  
Karen Burgbacher  
Mia Josephine Cann  
Price Barrett Coleman  
Kathryn Murphy Contel  
Karen Curtis  
Catherine Gail Daas  
Paige Kathryn Duvall  
Sarah Elizabeth Everett  
Yolanda Trudy Ferguson-Pitters  
Deanna Marie Ferrone  
Anna Elizabeth Fiore  
Megan Elizabeth Flaherty  
Brian Friend  
Amanda Julia Ganey  
Colin Geldart  
Kimberly A. Glymph  
Hailley K. Goleta  
Alejandro M. Gonzalez  
Ashley Nicole Green  
Jennifer D. Grills  
Lauren Haffner  
Lauren Taylor Haines  
Stephanie A. Hamilton  
Emily D. Harrell  
Andrew Ingell  
Katarzyna Jolanta Kaczor  
David John Kleba  
Amy Michelle Krape  
Kaitlin Noel Lamp  
Jason Langford  
Lauryn Nicole Leach  
Melissa Chao Lee  
Michelle Eve Lee  
Justin Leeman  
Kyle Edward Lewis  
Diana Maria Marquez  
Meredith Loraine McCrea  
Lyndsay Marie McIntyre  
Tara Anne Meehan  
Caitlin M. Michaels  
Carola Monroe  
Rozalyn Moore  
Gabriele T. Moreno  
Anthony H. Moulder, Jr.  
Vallari Naik  
Lily Irene Nealon  
Shannon Marie Newell  
Makenzie E. Olving  
Sophia Lourdes Amanda Ordaniza  
Anastasia Marie Palaia  
Khayti Patel  
Pooja Harsh Patel  
Andrew S. Petrucci  
Anujan Prabhakaran  
Emily Nicole Rosenberger  
Vanessa Angela Schuster  
Rebecca Jeannine Shepard  
Lena Shrestha  
Aaron Sutton  
Robin Tacchetti  
Helen Tan  
Keely Bishop Towson  
Jeffrey Harrison Wakefield  
Mari L. Wilson  
Tina Gwaltney Walters  
Lenzie Marie Weich  
Anna Margaret Wilson  
Kerry Michelle Winge  
Savannah L. Wise  
Travis Leighton Wood  
Kelly Catherine Wiellner

**DIVISION OF PUBLIC HEALTH**

**Graduate Certificate**
Catherine Mahon  
Victoria T. McGill

**ELEANOR WADE CUSTER SCHOOL OF NURSING**

**Master of Science in Nursing**
Gifty Addai-Pickett  
Temitope Oluymo Akinlade  
Heather Haeyoung Chung  
Jaclyn Daugherty  
Patricia Ann Eubanks  
Amanda N. Goddard  
Suin Lee  
Jena Jamila Leisher  
Jennifer Elizabeth Moran  
Brittany Brenea Peebles  
Anne Catherine Reagan  
Mandy Marie Selders  
April Nicole Sutton

**Post-Graduate Certificate**
**Nurse Midwifery**
Caitlin French  
Therese Christine Brown  
Karen Ann Carbaugh  
Melissa Carolyn Jonelle Forbes  
Jaclyn Graham  
Bethany Horton  
Loren Ivey  
Gina K. Lee  
Jamie Elizabeth Martin

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**
Lynda Charlene Miller  
Patricia Ann Sheetz

**BERNARD J. DUNN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY**

**Doctor of Pharmacy**
Maryam Aminian  
Jemima Appiah Asare  
Larry Edward Barrett  
Fatemeh Behpour  
Kefale Teshome Bogale  
Silvia Bogi Chan  
Ayesha Rizwan Chaudhary  
Dawna Jean Evans  
Michael Ramzy Labib Faltas  
Belinda Lee Gagliardotto  
Mohammed Ali Harfoush  
Caroline Helton  
Divine Claud Hormelo  
Chris McInnes  
Allie Shalom  
Darelle Bens Tabot  
Kelly Wong Pui Lum McGrath  
Reshata S. Mills  
Briana Powell  
Alison Annette Spillane  
Gina Tytula

**Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner**
Janette M. Clark  
Karen R. Cullen  
Holly Colobro Disibbio  
Marlaine Florestal Registe  
Rhonda Lea Witt
Administration & Faculty

College of Arts & Sciences

Full Time Faculty

Glenn Anderson, mass communications
Jeffrey J. Bara, biology
Dana Baxter, criminal justice
Adrienne G. Bloss, mathematics
Darren Bly, physics
Adela Borralto-Solis, hispanic studies
Rodney A. Bradon, psychology
Otto K. Buchholz, exercise science
Dipu Vu Ca, chemistry
Sarah Canfeld, English
Elizabeth L. Cantwell, biology
Wendy Carlson, psychology
Matthew Corr, mass communications
Kelley Crowley, mass communications
Gina C. Daddario, mass communications
Bryan J. Davis, chemistry
Allyson L. Degrazia, environmental sciences
Ann E. Denkler, history
Paul DiFranco, mass communications
Kathryn A. Enders, English
W. Douglas Enders, English/writing
Casey R. Eriksen, hispanic studies
Kim Fendley, sociology
Tracy Fitzsimmons, political science
Jon B. Gettman, criminal justice
Alida D. Gibson, psychology
Audra L. Gollenberg, public health
Rachael Hammond, English
Laura L. Haubrick, biology
Robert C. Hilliard, exercise science
Julie A. Hofmann, history
Warren R. Hofstra, history
Steven E. Humphries, English as a second language
Veronyka J. James, criminal justice
Addie B. Jones, psychology
Geraldine W. Kiefer, art
Joshua A. Kincaid, environmental studies/geography
Scott P. King, psychology
Brett L. Kite, chemistry
Jessica L. Kutz, exercise science
Danny LeBert, biology
Eric K. Leonard, political science
Brian W. Lipscomb, biology
Lydia Hyeryung Maynard, mathematics
Anne Marchant, interdisciplinary studies
Scott McClure, public health
Kevin Minister, religion
Meredith Minister, religion
Laurel Nida, biology
Mohammad Obeid, virtual & augmented reality
Kimberly S. Orrell, biology

Domhnall O'Shaughnessy, chemistry
Jessica O'Shaughnessy, mathematics
Barry M. Parker, kinesiology/exercise science
Jessica C. Peacock, exercise science
Bryan R. Pearce-Gonzales, hispanic studies
Wendy E. Peiffer, biology
Laurel Rodgers, biology
Michael K. Romano, political science
Amy Sarch, women's studies
Anne E. Schempp, physician assistant studies
Beverly Brown Schulk, criminal justice
Karen Kennedy Schultz, interdisciplinary studies
Petra Schweitzer, comparative literature
David B. Scibelli, computer science/cybersecurity
Christopher R. Scroggins, E-Sports
Danna Sharp, chemistry/physics
Kevin Sinclair, mathematics
Andrea Smith, hispanic studies
Vicky G. Spencer, psychology
Jessica Sudock, exercise science
Christin M. Taylor, English
Jonathan A. Udelson, English
Dylan T. Walker, mathematics
Ralph Wojtowicz, mathematics-data science
Laura K. Zimmermann, psychology
Michael R. Zimmermann, biology

Part Time Faculty

Justin Allen, religion
Karen Andersen, biology
Kevin L. Anderson, kinesiology
Timothy J. Anderson, American sign language
Carie Angелone, biology
Andrew Babb, mass communication
Jill Barker, chemistry
Jennifer D. Turman Bayliss, kinesiology
Bruce C. Cameron, kinesiology/study skills
Jess Clawson, gender/women's studies
Nicholas A. Coleman, psychology
Jason Craig, psychology
Wendy T. Dorsey, psychology
William D. Duvall, mass communications
Lawrence M. Eppard, sociology
Bethany Galipeau-Konate, first year seminar
Gregory J. Gallagher, biology
Evelyn Garver, first year seminar
Lee A. Graff, virtual reality design
Teresa L. Haskiell, mathematics
Karen Hattenback, kinesiology
Kye D. Hopkins, study skills
E. Lawrence Hubbard, kinesiology
Martin A. Janowitz, psychology
Addie Jones, psychology
Matthew Klein, mass communication

Senior Administration

Tracy Fitzsimmons, president
Adrienne G. Bloss, provost
Yolanda Barbier-Gibson, vice president for Student Success
Robert Keasler, vice president for Administration & Finance
Mitchell L. Moore, senior vice president & vice president for Advancement
Scott Spriggs, vice president for Recruitment & Marketing
Rhonda VanDyke, vice president for Student Life

Academic Administration

Karen Abraham, dean of the School of Health Professions
Sherri A. Allen, director of the Division of Physical Therapy
Christopher A. Bean, director of University Libraries
Jeffrey W. Coker, dean of the College of Arts & Sciences
Astrid Sheil, dean of the Harry E. Byrd, Jr. School of Business
Robert DiCenzo, dean of the Bernard J. Dunn School of Pharmacy
Michelle Gamber, director of the Division of Public Health
Andra Hanlon, interim dean of the Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing
Jill Lindsey, director of the School of Education & Leadership
Anthony Miller, director of the Division of Physician Assistant Studies
Amy Sarch, associate provost and director of General Education
Anne E. Schempp, director of Pre-health/Interprofessional Education
Rose A. Schmieg, director of the Division of Athletic Training
Cathy F. Shanholz, director of the Division of Occupational Therapy
Michael Stepniak, dean of the Conservatory
Marlena Kotynski-Neer, psychology
Jessica Lewis, English
Erich Lichtscheidl, foreign languages
Erin R. Lusby-Donovan, psychology
Andrea N. Mason, psychology
Younus Mirza, Islamic Studies
Andrew B. Marrocco, kinesiology
Maria Montgomery, mass communication
Jonathan Noyalas, history
Elizabeth O’Connor, foreign language
Suzanne M. O’Driscol, mass communications
Carolina C. Perera Oliareas, Hispanic Studies
Mayra D. Parada, psychology
Jessica L. Perea, sociology
Sarah J. Pelster, kinesiology
Holli Phillips, psychology
Constance Richards, psychology
G. Brett Sabol, kinesiology
Amanda Shenk, psychology
Amanda L. Shultz, mathematics
Amy N. Sine, study skills
Ashley M. Smeltzer-Kraft, kinesiology
Melissa A. Smeltzer-Kraft, kinesiology
Jennifer A. Spataro-Wilson, study skills
Rhonda VanDyke, religion
Paul T. VanThof, study skills
Blayne N. Weaver, mass communications
Lisa Wood, communications
David Yablonski, mathematics

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION & LEADERSHIP
Full Time Faculty
Sarah R. Daniel, quantitative methods
John R. Goss, III, research, organizational/leadership studies
Jennifer C. LaBomba Daniels, teacher education
Philip J. Liversedge, health & physical education
Jill Lindsey, leadership studies
Stephanie J. Malone, curriculum & instruction
Catherine Dunn Shiffman, leadership studies
Karen Huff Stewart, curriculum/instruction
Deran R. Whitney, educational leadership/administration

Part Time Faculty
Osborne Abbey, education
Barbara Areggaard, education
James F. Angelo, education
Paula Cristina R. Azevedo, education
C. Yvonne Balfour, education outreach
Shirley Bazzar, education
Nicholas J. Bongio, education

Mary E. Bowser, education
Clark E. Bowser, education
Melissa Ann Bugaj, career switcher
Larry Burner, education
Joan C. Burke, leadership studies
Jackie Busch, education
Rodney J. Carnill, education
Leonard Cascio, career switcher
Jennifer Cavaugh, career switcher
Janet Fabin, education
Caroline Fuhrman, education
Judith F. Greathouse, education
Luminita C. Hartle, special education
Melissa A. Hartmann, education
Kristen Hepner, career switcher
Nicole Herndon, career switcher
Stan Hodgin, education
Sheila L. Huckeinstein, education
Bethina Huddleston, education
Jeffrey C. Jackson, education
Michael Jacques, career switcher
Mark A. Johnston, education
Brenda B. Jones, education
Dennis Kefner, career switcher
Sue Kefner, career switcher
Andrew C. Keller, education
Shannon King, education
Erin Kirkland, education
Jeffrey Leone, education outreach
Brenda Jett Lewis, education
Paula J. Malachias, education-research literacy
Teresa S. Masiello, education outreach
Susan E. McGilvray, education
Barbara McGonagill, education outreach
Virginia Minshew, education studies
Virginia Minshew, education
Vicki A. Petrovsky, education
Richard J. Pierce, education
Joy Pitcher, career switcher
Lisa A. Pluska, education administration
Timothy Rafferty, education leadership
Matthew D. Reames, education
Lynn Rechel, education
Lori Riley, education
Gail W. Rush, education
Abigail Madden Santiago, education
Mary Schmidt-Taylor, organizational leadership
Donna Shrum, education
Ashley Smeltzer-Kraft, education studies
Mary Jane Spore, education
Doug Stump, English
Deon Taylor, career switcher
Mary K. Tew, education
Cheryl L. Temple, education
Stephanie J. Torelli, education
Cheryl Thompson-Stacy, education
Laura G. Tucker, education
Veronique N. Walker, education studies

Rosanne Flack Williamson, education
Matthew Wygal, education-administration

HARRY F. BYRD, JR.,
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Full Time Faculty
N. Orkun Baycik, supply chain management/quantitative methods
J. Seth Chatfield, management
Yvonne Chen, economics
Christine Custis, information systems/computer technology
I. Bogdan Daraban, economics
Bernadine J. Dykes, management
Edward J. Gawrysiak, III, sport management
Giles A. Jackson, marketing
Sally Y. Kim, marketing
Rejoyce Louise Hanson Lunceford, accounting
Michael J. Magro, information systems/computer technology
Martin Mulyadi, accounting
Gökçe Palak, supply chain management/quantitative methods
Fritz Polite, sports management
Nina Radiojevich-Kelley, management
Astrid Shel, organizational communications
Wenbin Tang, accounting
Clifford F. Thies, economics
Montressa L. Washington, arts/entertainment & media management
Brian J. Wigley, sport management
John I. Winn, business law
Lili Zhu, finance

Part Time Faculty
M. Keith Blankenship, business law
Jim Bowie, management
James Brumbaugh, economics
David J. Duncan, management
Theresa Golding, business
Marin A. Kotachi, supply chain management
Michael C. Malmfeldt, accounting
Leonard Shapiro, sports management
Yolanda E. Shields, entrepreneurship
James E. Stewart, accounting
William A. Wilcox, business law

SHENANDOAH CONSERVATORY
Full Time Faculty
Jennifer F. Adams, theatre/costuming
Mary Elizabeth Bowden, trumpet
Patrick S. Brady, professional music director/conductor Broadway
Andrew Carson, lighting design
Kevin Covert, theatre
David Edelman, arts management
Matthew Edwards, voice
Karen M. Follett, dance
Michael O. Forest, voice
Maurice Fraga, dance
Julian Gray, guitar
Erica M. Helm, dance
Stephanie Higgins, voice
Scott Hudson, theatre
William J. Ingham, theatre
Ieva Jokubaviciute, piano
Byron A. Jones, voice
Karen L. Keating, voice
Bronwen M. Landless, music therapy
Robert Larson, jazz piano
Doris Lederer, viola/chamber music
Hakeem Leonard, music therapy
Shylo Martinez, dance
Laurie C. McManus, music history/literature
Anthony Meadows, music therapy
David Meyer, voice/vocal pedagogy
J. Thomas Mitts, organ/church music
Fotina Naumenko, voice
John O’Connor, keyboard/piano
Golder O’Neill, music production/recording technology
Matthew D. Oltman, voice
Matthew Pardo, modern dance
William J. Pierson, theatre
Timothy J. Robblee, conducting
Timothy E. Roberts, saxophone
Ryan Romine, bassoon/music theory
J. J. Ruscella, theatre
Christopher T. Ruth, music history
Keith P. Salley, music theory
Julian Schwarz, cello
Rachel E. Short, music theory
Jonathan M. Snowden, flute
C. Graham Spice, music production/recording technology
Stephanie Standerfer, music education
Donovan Stokes, bass
Akemi Takayama, violin
Kirsten N. Trump, theatre
Jan G. Wagner, conducting
Karen Walker, piano
Martha M. Wollner, theatre
Lee Wright, music education
Cheryl N. Yancey, theatre/costume design
Earl R. Yowell, percussion
David S. Zerull, music education
Garrick Zoeter, clarinet

Caitlyn Beare, clarinet
Kathleen M. Bell, applied voice
Amanda Bono, music theory
Miriah Borden, lighting design
Margaret Brooks Angermeier, voice
Darryl Brenzel, jazz
Tiffanie Carson, jazz dance
David Chavez, music theory
Anthony Michael Cornet, piano
Natalie Conte, voice
Jeff Cortazzo, applied trombone
Alisa M. Daum, arts leadership/management
Kerry E. Devlin, music therapy
Paul DiFranco, music production/recording technology
Lee Ann Dransfield, piano
Michael Fili, music theory
Nadège Foofoat, orchestral conducting
Craig Fraedrich, jazz and jazz trumpet
Linda Jean Gammon, music education
Jennifer Green-Flint, arts management
Christopher Gross, theatre
Nancy Gustafson, voice
Matthew J. Herman, music theory
Luis Hernandez, saxophone
Andrew Hitz, applied tuba/euphonium
James R. Hontz, instrumental division
Leigh E. Jenks, music therapy
Stephen Key, oboe
Michael G. Kramer, jazz guitar
David T. Little, composition
Jocelyn Levadoux, dance production
Charles Maybee, dance
Mark G. Meadows, jazz studies
Giovanna Reyes-Mitr, voice/musical theatre
J. Thomas Mitts, church music studies
Christine S. O’Neill, music education
Geoffrey Pilkington, applied horn
Meredith Pizzi, music therapy
Mary C. Robare, dance
Charlene B. Romano, music theory
Alanna Ropchock Tierno, conservatory academics
Robyn Hart Schrotz, dance
Elizabeth K. Schwartz, music therapy
Charles L. Seipp, trumpet
Dawn Shicoff, voice
Paul E. Shoremount, music education
Daniel B. Shores, music production/recording technology
J. Michael Sokol, music production/recording technology
Christine Stanley, performing arts leadership/management
Bridgett Stuckey, harp
Thomas Sweitzer, music therapy
Keith D. Taylor, instrumental/concert band
James Tucker, III, music education

Ryuji Ueno, conservatory academics
Edrie Means Weekly, voice
Richard Whitehead, jazz guitar
Inez Wyrick, instrumental
Alphonso Young, jazz percussion
Jacquelyn Zito (Edwards), voice/musical theatre

SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

DIVISION OF ATHLETIC TRAINING

Full Time Faculty
John D. Hunt
Kimberly Pritchard
Michele L. Pye
Rose A. Schniege

Part Time Faculty
Brandon James Bryant
Jenna Calo
Katie Gilbert
Joel T. Grant
Jessica E. Kotelnicki
Michael G. Kotelnicki
Shatara E. Lane
Denise Massie

DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Full Time Faculty
Donna Colaianni
Christine Colwell
Susan Krutis
Hugh B. Lee
Alicia Lutman
Kerry A. Mader
Callie McNeil Victor

Part Time Faculty
Leslie A. Bowman
L. Heidi Brown
Jacquelyn Erb
Constance R. Kohler
Autumn R. O’Hara
Geraldine A. Stevens

DIVISION OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Full Time Faculty
Karen Abraham
Jill Shiff Boissonnault
Cameron R. Bolton
Megan R. Bureau
Andrea Fergus
Aaron J. Hartstein
Arthur J. Lievre
Lisa W. McVey
Edward C. Schrank
Thomas T. Turner
Michele Wiley

Part Time Faculty

Part Time Faculty
Joel Ayau, vocal coach
Marsha Barley, music education
Division of Physician Assistant Studies

Full Time Faculty
Stephanie C. Bernard
Erika Francis
Richard Gilbert
Camilla Hollen
Anthony A. Miller
Jennifer W. Miller
Morgan L. Nowak
Michelle Salerno
Katie Solakli

Part Time Faculty
Monica Buzzetta
Rachel A. Carlson
Shea Dempsey
Suzanne M. Gongloff
Philip O’Donnell
Anne E. Schempp

Division of Public Health

Full Time Faculty
Michelle Gamber
Adaeye Oguegbu

Part Time Faculty
Garland L. Brinkley
Julia Ford Lippert
Nisara Granado-Wagner
Lindsey Marie Miller
James Lynn Tomarken

Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing

Full Time Faculty
Nadia S. Ali
Yvonne J. Braithwaite
Gretchen L. Burks
Pamela R. Cangelosi
Rose M. Chevere

Elizabeth Courts
Melinda Dixon
Kathleen Eid-Heberle
Karen Johnson Feltham, midwifery
Nicole Gendron-Trainer
Sharron E. Guillett
Jollibyrd Gusto
Andra Hanlon
Brenda Johnson
Majorie A. Jones
Lorena Jung
Patricia B. Krauskopf
Lisa M. Levinson
Roberta McCauley
Lesley S. McCorry
Doreen Lynch Mattimiro
Marian Newton
Sohayla Raja
Verna Raynor
Stephanie Renner
Azman Sabet
Sharon St. Clair Simon
Janice S. Smith
Selena H. Truban
April VanBuecken
Pamela Webber

Part Time Faculty
Mirnessa Abidovic
Angela Amann
Laila S. Bailey
Sara Bailey
Katherine Brendell
Helene Brierley
Amy Brown
Lisa B. Callanan
Catherine Cassell
Ellen Cavanagh
Wendi G. Cole
Sheryl F. Crim
Laurie A. Darr
Lisa M. Darsh
Theresa M. Davis
Nicole B. Deane
Jean B. Devaney
Teresa Kay Dienst
Nicole Donager, midwifery
Lauren M. Ervin
Toni J. Fife
Dawn Forte-Smith
Marguerite O. Foster
Rebecca Gabriel
Julie M. Garrison
Laura F. Geisen
Lynda N. Goodfriend
Julia Gordon
Hamdi Hagiyusuf
Leigh Hart
Lorie J. Henley
Sarah L. Holland

Division of Respiratory Care

Full Time Faculty
Daniel Casey
Melissa M. Carroll-Wood

Part Time Faculty
Ashley Anderson
Joe Cain
Kristin Light
Raine Reid
Melissa Rivera
BERNARD J. DUNN
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Full Time Faculty
Erin Adams, clinical sciences
Solomon M. Adams, pharmacogenomics
Vibhuti Agrahari, biopharmaceutical sciences
Rebecca Anderson, pharmacy practice
Deepak Bhatia, pharmacogenomics
Timothy J. Bloom, biopharmaceutical sciences
Marcia L. Brackbill, pharmacy practice
Jennifer E. Bryant, biopharmaceutical sciences
Cyrille Cornelio, pharmacy practice
Amber Y. Darr, pharmacy practice
Thomas M. Ellington, pharmacy practice
Teresa Elsobsky, clinical sciences
Seenae Eum, pharmacogenomics
Rebecca A. Falter, pharmacy practice
Jeremy R. Fox, pharmacy practice
Nina Hengen, biopharmaceutical sciences
Jamie Huff, pharmacy practice
Mark S. Johnson, pharmacy practice
Kayla R. Joyner, pharmacy practice
Robert Kidd, biopharmaceutical sciences
Jennifer Marcelo Kim, pharmacy practice
Sean Hyungwoo Kim, biopharmaceutical sciences
Alla Marks, pharmacy practice
Clarence D. Moore, clinical sciences
Shahrzad Movafagh, pharmacogenomics
Amanda M. Munson, pharmacogenomics
Tracey J. Nickola, pharmacogenomics
Katerina Petrov, clinical sciences
Roger Iain Pritchard, pharmacy practice
Craig A.H. Richard, biopharmaceutical sciences
Nicole Romstadt, pharmacy practice
Katelyn M. Sanders, pharmacy practice
Gregory W. Sawyer, biopharmaceutical sciences
Nataliya Sheinberg, pharmacy practice
Ranjani Varadarajan, clinical sciences
Scot E. Walker, pharmacy practice
Amber Wesner, pharmacy practice
Kelsey M. Woods, pharmacy practice
Whitney M. Zentgraf, pharmacy practice

Part Time Faculty
Carolyn S. Balshi, pharmacy practice
Wendell L. Combent, biopharmaceutical sciences
Linda M. DiCenzo, biopharmaceutical sciences
Denise Glasser, pharmacy practice
Gretchen L. Johnson, pharmacy practice
Danielle Przychodzin, clinical sciences

Renee Ahrens Thomas, pharmacy practice
Karl Williams, pharmacy practice

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
Christopher A. Bean, director
Stacy B. Baggett, electronic resources
Denise A. Blake, health sciences
Kathy Evans, reference and instruction
Rosemary A. Green, graduate programs
Andrew P. Kulp, reference services
Megan Williams, technical services

PRESIDENT EMERITUS
James A. Davis

DEANS EMERITI
Calvin H. Allen, Jr., history
W. Randy Boxx, business
Charlotte A. Collins, music education
Miles Davis, business
Kathryn Ganske, nursing
Stanley E. Harrison, business
Alan B. McKay, pharmacy

PROFESSORS EMERITI
Charlotte Nelson Aiosa, voice
Thomas R. Albert, theatre
Frances Lapp Averitt, flute
William E. Averitt, theory and composition
Jack Balcer, English
Brandon H. Beck, history
Donald B. Black, music theory
Woodward Bousquet, environmental studies
Sue Marston Boyd, music
William M. Bozman, theatre
Edward E. Brandt, biology
Elizabeth “Beth” Caluda, piano
Glenn Caluda, guitar
Verne E. Collins, arts management/business
Steven L. Cooksey, organ/church music
John D. Copenhaver, philosophy/religion
Richard G. Creasey, education
Warren E. DeArment, English
Juliana Fehr, midwifery
R.T. Good, management
Bruce K. Gouldney, finance
Donna Gullstrand, voice
John W. Happ, chemistry
Ashley Hastings, TESOL
Harold Herman, musical theatre
Barry Penn Hollar, religion
Joanne Jacobs, English
John T. Jacobs, English
Stephen K. Johnston, conducting/music
James H. Laster, music
Ann St. Clair Lesman, Spanish
Jennifer Matthews, nursing
Martha Morrow, nursing
Scott Nelson, trumpet
David Newton, biopharmaceutical sciences
Janette Ogg, voice
Nina Parker, biology
Daniel A. Pavsek, economics
Charles J. Pineno, accounting
John D. Proe, health care management
Travis Sample, public administration
Philip Sargent, voice
Karen Kennedy Schultz,
Robert J. Shafer, Jr., choral
Clyde “Tom” Shaw, cello
William Shendow, political science
Daris L. Small, nursing
Cindia Stewart, mathematics
Marion Sung, music therapy
Elizabeth Temple, piano
Catherine A. Tisinger, history/geography
Board of Trustees

Shenandoah University’s Board of Trustees is a group of dedicated, talented and creative men and women who help shape the future of the institution. They advise the president on matters pertaining to academics, administration and finance, buildings and grounds, development, long-range planning and student affairs. Shenandoah is fortunate to have the trust and support of these exemplary leaders.

Officers 2019-20
Robert J. Frogale, Chair
Mark J. Ohrstrom, ’92, Vice Chair
L. Janell Hoffman, ’91, ’93, Secretary
Harry S. Smith, Treasurer
Tracy Fitzsimmons, Ph.D., President

Trustees
Walter H. Aikens
David B. Baxa
Dr. J. Gregory Bennett
Teresa A. Cluss, ’16
Dr. Kyle Feldman, ’11,’14
Andrew U. Ferrari
Mary Bruce H. Glaize, ’97
The Rev. Dr. Victor Gomez, ’97
Fred P. Helm
Susan W. Helsley, ’76, ’85
Bruce E. Hunter
James U. Imoh
Diane S. Kearns
Marjorie S. Lewis, ’81
Keith A. May
Spencer McAndrews, ’16
Scott F. Miller
J. Randall Minchew
Dr. M. Yaqub Mirza
Nicholas J. Nerangis, Sr., ’04
Debra S. Orbacz, ’04
Bipin B. Patel
W. Michael Perry
Lauren Peterson
Cecil Pruitt, Jr.
Mary Farland Shockey
John D. Stokely, Jr.
James A. Stutzman, Jr., ’81
The Rev. Dr. Steve Summers
Charles A. Veatch
James R. Wilkins, Jr.
Heather H. Wilson, ’93
Irene R. Wurtzel

Trustees Emeriti
Frank Armstrong, III
C.J. Borden
William F. Brandt, Jr.
Ruth D. Bridgeforth
Magalen O. Bryant
Massie Hawthorne Burns
Stephen P. Caruthers
William H. Clement
Stanley E. Harrison
Elizabeth G. Helm
Jeffrey D. Hester, ’85
Ann MacLeod
John K. Marlow
Richard R.J. Morin
Jan A. Neuharth
Larry T. Omps
Aubrey J. Owen, Esq.
Charles A. Pine, Jr.
Lacy I. Rice, Jr.
Linda C. Russell
The Rev. Dr. Lee B. Sheaffer, ’52
C. Robert Solenberger
Mark E. Stavish
The Hon. Kenneth W. Starr
W. James Trueuttner, Jr.
F. Dixon Whitworth, Jr.
The Rev. Dr. Raymond Wrenn

Honorary Trustee
Dr. Miyako Kake
**Academic Heraldry**

The wearing of caps, gowns and hoods at college and university functions dates to the Middle Ages when they were worn by monks and students in order to keep warm in damp and drafty 12th-century castles and halls of learning. Through the years, the style and color of caps, gowns and hoods have come to represent certain exact meanings. The following descriptions apply to current American usage. A number of variations are represented in the regalia worn by those who received degrees from non-American institutions. Gowns for bachelor’s and master’s degrees have semi-stiff yokes, long pleated fronts and may have intricate shirring across the shoulders and backs.

Gowns for the doctoral degree have long velvet panels down the front and three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeve. This velvet trimming may be either black or the color distinctive of the field of learning to which the degree pertains. Shenandoah has distinctive doctoral robes that were designed with President Fitzsimmons’ regalia in mind; both are a rich red with deep navy trim and the Shenandoah seal embroidered in gold on the front. Shenandoah University school colors line the academic hood.

Caps may be of serge, broadcloth, cotton, rayon, silk or — for the doctoral regalia only — of velvet. The tassel of the doctoral cap may be of gold thread. Caps are normally mortarboard in form, although square-topped caps are traditional for certain universities.

The hood carries the heaviest symbolic burden. The hood indicates the level of the degree, the discipline and the institution which awarded it. The level of the degree is shown by the size of the hood, the width of the velvet trimming and — in the case of doctoral degree — by the shape. Master’s hoods are three and one-half feet long; doctoral hoods are four feet long.

The color of the trim identifies the discipline of the degree. For example, doctorates in Arts, Letters and Humanities are white. Education is light blue. Fine Arts is brown. Music is pink. Nursing is apricot.

The institution that awarded the degree is shown by the hood’s lining. Because there are so many universities and a limited number of colors, many schools use multiple colors on the lining of the hood, often with the contrasting color in the shape of a chevron.

Shenandoah University’s colors are blue and red. Faculty who have served 20 years or more wear a red and blue shoulder cord on their regalia.

**Undergraduate Honors**

All candidates for bachelor’s degrees are eligible for honors based on the cumulative grade point average for any credits earned after initial registration at Shenandoah University.

Gold cords are worn by students graduating with honors. Honors for the commencement ceremony are calculated at the end of the fall semester and are listed in the program. Final honors are calculated with the spring semester grades and appear on the transcript and diploma.

The grade point averages required for undergraduate academic honors are:

- 3.9 - Summa Cum Laude, with highest praise
- 3.7 - Magna Cum Laude, with great praise
- 3.5 - Cum Laude, with praise

**Other Cords and Stoles**

In addition to the traditional cap and gown regalia worn at commencement, graduates are entitled to wear honor cords and stoles to signify achievement through college organizations or association with international groups or programs.

Cords and Stoles - An honor cord is a token consisting of twisted cords with tassels on either end. Students may wear more than one cord at the same time. A stole is a decorative vestment worn and takes the form of a cloth scarf-like garment worn over the shoulders. Students may wear only one stole. Students wear cords and stoles to signify academic honors or affiliation with a campus group or organization.
Exemplary Teacher Award

The Exemplary Teacher Award is presented annually and is given jointly by Shenandoah University and the General Board of Higher Education and Ministry of the United Methodist Church. The award recognizes a full-time faculty member who demonstrates exceptional teaching, a record of scholarly and professional achievement, concern for student welfare, and respect for colleagues. Recipients also contribute their time and talent to the community in which they reside and to the religious group of their choice.

To date, the Exemplary Teachers are:
2019 - David Zerull, Shenandoah Conservatory
2018 - Karrin Lukacs, School of Education & Leadership
2017 - Diep Vu Ca, College of Arts & Sciences
2016 - Mark Johnson, Bernard J. Dunn School of Pharmacy
2015 - Anne Schempp, Division of Physician Assistant Studies
2014 - Laurie Houck Hudson, Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing
2013 - Bryan Pearce-Gonzales, College of Arts & Sciences
2012 - Rodney Bragdon, College of Arts & Sciences
2011 - Aimé Sposato, Shenandoah Conservatory
2010 - John Winn, Harry F. Byrd Jr. School of Business
2009 - Karen Schultz, Bernard J. Dunn School of Pharmacy
2008 - Elizabeth Temple, Shenandoah Conservatory
2007 - Sherry Rawls-Bryce, Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing
2005 - Ann St. Clair Lesman, College of Arts & Sciences
2004 - Miles K. Davis, Harry F. Byrd Jr. School of Business
2003 - Renee Ahrens Thomas, Bernard J. Dunn School of Pharmacy
2002 - Michael J. Rohrbacher, Shenandoah Conservatory
2001 - Gretchen Van Mater Stone, College of Arts & Sciences
2000 - Martha Erbach, Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing
1999 - Janette Ogg, Shenandoah Conservatory
1998 - Sue Marston Boyd, Shenandoah Conservatory
1997 - Sue Curfman, Division of Physical Therapy
1996 - John W. Happ, College of Arts & Sciences
1995 - Woodward Bousquet, College of Arts & Sciences
1994 - Glenn Caluda, Shenandoah Conservatory
1993 - Nancy Billmyer, Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing
1992 - John Copenhaver, College of Arts & Sciences

Official Graduation List

This program is not an official graduation list. Because commencement takes place immediately following final exams, successful completion of spring term courses cannot be verified in time for this program. In addition, Shenandoah University policy allows students who are within six credits of completing the degree requirements to participate in commencement although the degree will not be conferred until all requirements have been completed. Finally, a student’s name may be omitted from the program if he or she is late in applying to graduate.

Thus the program should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status. The university’s official registry for conferral of degrees is the student’s permanent academic record kept by the Registrar’s Office.

Diplomas

To increase accuracy and to prevent damage to the diplomas, Shenandoah University does not distribute official degrees at the ceremony. A graduate’s official degree will be mailed to the address provided within six to eight weeks after graduation, as long as all necessary obligations and requirements are met. During the ceremony, graduates will be given a mock diploma scroll.
Shenandoah University has a long heritage of excellence and academic achievement. The school was founded in 1875 in Dayton, Virginia, during the Civil War reconstruction period. In 1960, the school moved north to Winchester, Virginia, a growing city that saw great value in being a college town.

Today, Shenandoah University offers more than 100 areas of study at the undergraduate, graduate and doctoral levels in the College of Arts & Sciences, the School of Education & Human Development, the Harry F. Byrd, Jr. School of Business, Shenandoah Conservatory, the Eleanor Wade Custer School of Nursing (which houses the Division of Respiratory Care), the School of Health Professions (divisions of athletic training, occupational therapy, physical therapy and physician assistant studies) and the Bernard J. Dunn School of Pharmacy.

Shenandoah University, one of the few private, doctoral degree-granting institutions in Virginia, has developed into a comprehensive university and has received approval from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) as a Level VI accredited institution.

The university now has nearly 4,000 students, representing 46 different states, the District of Columbia and the Virgin Islands, as well as 68 foreign countries. It is affiliated with the United Methodist Church, although its diverse student body represents all faiths, and ecumenical services on campus celebrate that diversity.

The university’s endowment has grown to more than $60 million; the campus is valued at more than $100 million. In addition, the university has facilities throughout Winchester and campus locations in Northern Virginia, to serve the higher educational needs of that region. In 2013, the university acquired 195 acres of land in Clarke County, Virginia, which was integral to the July 18, 1864, Battle of Cool Spring. Now known as the Shenandoah University River Campus at Cool Spring Battlefield, the university has pledged to preserve and protect this historic land along the Shenandoah River.

The university is the fourth-largest employer in Winchester-Frederick County, according to the Virginia Employment Commission. A 2016 study by TischlerBise, noted the regional economic impact of the university is more than $145 million, with about 1,500 jobs supported by the institution. The study ranked the university as the second-largest employer in the City of Winchester.

With more than 300 performances during the academic year, Shenandoah welcomes internationally-acclaimed guest artists from the fields of music, theatre, and dance, as well as renowned lecturers, who speak on subjects ranging from politics to ethics, medicine to history, and media to the military.

With its dynamic academic community and accomplished faculty, the university maintains a strong curriculum that reflects the constantly changing demands of the market and prepares students professionally for the technological and global environment of the 21st century.

Tracy Fitzsimmons, Ph.D., became Shenandoah University’s 16th president in 2008. Since arriving on campus in 2001 as dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, she has implemented many innovative programs. Dr. Fitzsimmons became vice president for academic affairs in 2002 and, in 2005, was named senior vice president & vice president for academic affairs.

Under President Fitzsimmons, the needs of current and future students remain a constant focus, and an outstanding group of faculty and staff work collaboratively to support the university’s mission.

MISSION STATEMENT

Shenandoah University educates and inspires individuals to be critical, reflective thinkers; lifelong learners; and ethical, compassionate citizens who are committed to making responsible contributions within a community, a nation and the world.

CORE VALUES

• Development of an enduring passion for learning
• Commitment to self-reflection and personal development
• Respect for diverse cultures, experiences and perspectives
• Celebration of creative performance, expression, teaching and discovery
• Cultivation of leadership to advance positive change and growth
• Dedication to citizenship, professional services and global outreach

VISION

Shenandoah University will be nationally recognized for forward-thinking programs that produce competitive and purposeful graduates. Shenandoah University will be highly valued for: particular strength, both academically and institutionally, in the performing arts, healthcare and entrepreneurship; education that prepares students not only for the present but for the future; a commitment to intellectual and creative rigor and liberal arts infused curricula; a campus culture of compassion, responsibility, advocacy and justice which graduates are inspired to replicate in communities beyond Shenandoah; a sustainable educational and financial model within a changing educational market.
"SHENANDOAH"
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